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Accessibility. What and Why.

• Accessibility is about making your home safe & functional regardless of your mobility issue, disability, or physical challenge. It’s about having the freedom to be independent in your own home.

• With the challenges of accessibility in public spaces (no ramps, ramps that are too steep, bad doors, etc) – having your home be a comfortable space you can use is really important.
• Seniors, adult children of seniors, veterans, & ANYONE with mobility challenges or disabilities caused by

• Parents of children who have disabilities

• Caregivers, who provide service & support to those with disabilities or accessibility challenges.
The Problems We Solve

From reducing risk of patient readmission to reducing slips, trips, falls, and frustration – our accessibility solutions help you feel safe, comfortable, and independent in your own home.

It’s about improving independence, quality of life & wellbeing.
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Ramps come in all shapes & Sizes. Either temporary or permanent. Pre-manufactured or built to specification.
Examples.

Permanent Hi-end Ramps.

Ramps seen here are permanent & built with concrete or wood.
Examples.
Temporary or Lower-cost Ramps.

Ramps seen here are semi-permanent / modular and made with metal or built with wood.
Ramps can be installed inside your garage or even in the home to help make transitions from one room to another easy.
As a distributor and installer of modular ramps, many of our solutions are perfect for individuals who may have needs because of surgery or rehabilitation.
We have access to more than just ramps. We can provide and install lifts, automatic door openers, and even bathroom lifts if a full bathroom remodel/modification isn’t the best option.
Did you know there are ramps, lifts, and even grab bars designed to be installed in or used in conjunction with your car or SUV to make it easier for someone with mobility issues to get in and out of the vehicle?

North Coast Accessible Homes has access to many unique solutions.
People who don’t specialize in accessibility sometimes make costly mistakes.

North Coast Accessible Homes has the experience to ensure our solutions actually solve problems – NOT create new ones.
Limited space and mobility mean a different solution may be needed. Platform Lifts may be open or enclosed. We have them in a variety of styles/specifications.
Lifts seen here may provide access at the front door, garage, or other entrance where a ramp won’t fit.

Lifts can be installed inside the home as well.
Accessibility challenges can mean difficulties with using/turning knobs and handles. Auto-door openers are one solution we can provide.
Examples.

Automatic Door Openers.

Open Sesame Door Systems Inc.

Systems may have: Push plate, touch pad, keypad or remote control activation.
Examples.

Hardware for Doors

Other Product Solutions We Can Offer!

Traditional knobs can be replaced with paddle handles, levers, push bars, and other options that most general contractors & handymen don’t even know about!
Examples.
Transition Ramps.

We can also provide other low cost products that make it easier to navigate getting into (and around) the home safely, to avoid trips, falls, and other difficulties.

Other Product Solutions We Can Offer!
Door jams, doors, and hallways can present another accessibility challenge. North Coast Accessible Homes has a variety of solutions.
Often a simple low cost solution, like installing a specialty door hinge helps!

We can determine if that’s a solution as part of our free in-home assessment.
Your bathroom shouldn’t cause you stress. It should be beautiful, comfortable, AND safe to use. North Coast Accessible Homes can help your bathroom be beautiful, functional, and relaxing.
Converting your existing tub to a step-in shower is usually around $995. Certain styles of tubs could change this.
Converting an existing tub, so it can be used as a shower or bath is often around $1,500.
A variety of custom bathtubs are available ranging from $1,500 to $7,000, plus installation.
We can convert an existing shower to make it more accessible.

Or we can give you a beautiful barrier free bathroom!
Making your bathroom safe and accessible doesn’t mean it can’t be gorgeous.

There are lots of designs and options to fit your personal style.
Any sized bathroom can be made accessible. We can remodel half-baths and small bathrooms to be more useable and attractive.
Examples.
Before & After Bathrooms.

BEFORE

AFTER
Examples.
Before & After Bathrooms.

BEFORE

AFTER
Examples.

Shower Water Control.

Most general contractors don’t know or think to add a collapsible dam, which allows wheelchair entry but keeps water inside a barrier free shower.
Solutions.

Using Your Existing Bathroom Safely.

Tub seats, chair lifts, and grab bars can all make your existing bathroom safer and more useable. Seats and grab bars can be a permanent or temporary low-cost alternative to a full bathroom remodel.
Examples.

Seats/Tub Chair Lifts.

Seats make it easy to be in the bath without risking slips or falls.

Tub lifts help lower you into and lift you out of the water.
Whether a custom bathroom or adapting your existing one, a new shower head placed appropriately helps.

Available in a variety of styles, some even have integrated grab bars!
Solutions.

Grab Bars For Safety (and Beauty).

Tub seats, chair lifts, and grab bars can all make your existing bathroom safer and more useable. Grab bars can be a permanent or temporary. They come in a wide array of styles and materials to fit your aesthetic and your budget.
Examples.

Grab Bars for Safety (and Beauty).

Grab bars come in more varieties than white plastic. There’s brushed nickel, chrome, copper, even clear acrylic. Grab bars can be seamlessly incorporated into shelving, towel racks, toilet paper holders, and more to fit your needs and style.
Grab bars with install generally run $225 for the first and $150 for additional grab bars. This can vary depending on the type of grab bar and how difficult they are to install and finish. For example, installing in tile takes special precision drills and care.

Professional install is recommended to avoid costly damage to plumbing, walls, etc.
According for the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and prevention, falls are the leading cause of injury and death form injury for Americans age 65 and older. In fact 1 out of 4 older adults fall each year.

Grab bar and other safety features can reduce risks of accidents and injury.
Being able to use the kitchen safely and effectively is important for seniors or anyone with a mobility issue to experience independence. Solutions like lowered counter tops, better placed/specialty appliances, pull down cupboards, raised outlets, and other solutions make a world of difference.
Cut outs provide the necessary space for wheelchair access. Sometimes lowered counters are necessary as well. Pair these with raised outlets and other specialty items/upgrades and the kitchen becomes beautiful and functional again!
Examples.

Inset Microwaves, Dishwashers, and More.

Specialty appliances are great, but sometimes existing appliances can be used by changing access points. For example a microwave set into the counter rather than on top.
Most homes don’t come with easy solutions for storing or getting to the most commonly used items. When it isn’t as easy to stoop, reach, or use a stool – then it’s time to explore better solutions. Cupboards can be motorized or have manual pull downs. Other cabinetry can be installed to pull right out of the wall, creating a better use of the space.
Pull down cabinet inserts can be manual or motorized. They may lower the entire cupboard or just the inside. A variety of other pull out shelving is available as well.
Making your bedroom accessible is something many people don’t think about, but it’s important. Using lifts, grab bars, platform beds, raised outlets, & installing storage solutions can all help the space be more comfortable & help you sleep easier.
Track lifts and pull lifts can be installed in an area of the home to make it accessible for those with severe mobility challenges.

They reduce stress on both the individual & caregivers.
Pull down cabinet inserts can be manual or motorized. They may lower the entire cupboard or just the inside. A variety of other pull out shelving is available as well.
What can our family do for yours?
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